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Fits to Data and Excitation Radii Inferred from QPO Models

Figure 3. The example of best fits to data based on individual models for j = 0 and related excitation radii. The peculiar Z-source Circinus X-1.
Left: Frequency relations. The pair of the highest twin peak QPO frequencies observed in thesource is marked by the yellow circle.Right: The QPO
excitation radii inferred from the data and each of the fits shown in the left panel. The color-coded circles correspond to the highest observed twin-peak
QPO frequencies. The TD model is not included because it does not match the data of Circinus X-1.

Figure 4. The example of best fits to data based on individual models for j = 0 and related excitation radii. The atoll source 4U 163-53.
Left: Frequency relations. The pair of the highest twin-peak QPO frequencies observed in thesource is marked by the yellow circle.Right: The QPO
excitation radii inferred from the data and each of the fits shown in the left panel. The color-coded circles correspond to the highest observed twin-peak
QPO frequencies.

Relativistic Precession Model of kHz QPO vs. NS EoS in 4U 1636-53

Figure 1. Left: Frequencies of kHz QPOs in various NS sources. Right: The χ2 map of RP model vs. NS EoS.Theχ2 map results from the fits of RP
model to the kHz QPO data of 4U 1636-53. The NS EoS are assumed for the rotational frequency inferred from X-ray burst measurements. The greenline
indicates the best QPOχ2 for a fixedM . The white lines indicate corresponding 1σ and 2σ confidence levels. The dashed-yellow line indicates a simplified
estimate on the upper limits onM andj assuming that the highest observed upper QPO frequency in 4U 1636-53 is associated to the ISCO.

Other Considered kHz QPO Models vs. NS EoS in 4U 1636-53

Figure 2. Theχ2 maps of various QPO models vs. NS EoS.Theχ2 maps resulting from the fits of various QPO models to the data of 4U 1636-53. The NS
EoS are assumed for the rotational frequency inferred from the X-ray burst measurements. The green line indicates the best QPOχ2 for a fixedM . The white
lines indicate corresponding 1σ and 2σ confidence levels. The dashed-yellow lines indicate simplified estimates on the upper limits onM andj assuming that
the highest observed upper QPO frequency in 4U 1636-53 is associated to the ISCO.

QPO Models vs. NS EoS (Global Approach)
We calculateχ2 maps resulting from fitting of the 4U 1636-53 data for various twin-peak QPO models. These
maps are compared to theM − j relations calculated from several NS EoS assuming that the spin frequency is
either 290Hz 580Hz (depending on the consideration of one or two hot-spot model for X-ray bursts). In our cal-
culations we follow the approach of Hartle (1967; ApJ, 150), Hartle & Thorne (1968; ApJ, 153), Chandrasekhar
& Miller (1974; MNRAS, 167), Miller (1977; MNRAS, 179) and Urbanec et al. (2010;AcA, 60).
We assume the following set of EoS:
• SLy 4 (Rikovska Stone et al. 2003, Phys. Rev. C, 68)

• APR (Akmal et al. 1998, Phys. Rev. C, 68)

• AU-WFF1, UU-WFF2 and WS-WFF3 (Wiringa et al. 1988, Phys. Rev. C, 68; Stergioulas & Friedman
1995, ApJ, 444).

Implications of kHz QPO models for Mass and Spin of Atoll Source
4U 1636-53
Observations of the peculiar Z-source Circinus X-1 display unusually low QPO frequencies. On the contrary, the atoll source 4U 1636-53 displays the twin-
peak QPOs at very high frequencies (see the left panel of Figure 1). The consideration of various QPO models for the data of these sources results in specific
mass–angular-momentum (M–j) relations rather than in preferred combinations ofM andj (see, e.g., T̈orök et al. (2010), ApJ 714, or their poster in Session
290). For the atoll source 4U 1636-53 there is a good evidence onthe NS spin frequency based on the X-ray burst measurements. Depending on the (two- or
one-) hot spot model consideration, the NS spin frequency equals either291Hz or582Hz [Strohmayer & Markwardt 2002, ApJ]. Thus, one can in principle infer
the angular momentumj and remove theM − j degeneracies related to the individual twin-peak QPO models. In the right panel of Figure 1 we illustrate the
potential of such approach in the case of the relativistic precession QPO model. Some other models are considered in Figure 2. Related NS parameters
are summarized in Table 1.

Assumed twin-peak QPO Models and Implied NS Parameters
In this poster we assume two hot-spot QPO models.
RP model: the relativistic precession model which explains the kHz QPOsas a direct manifestation of modes of relativistic epicyclic motion of blobs at various
radii r in the inner parts of the accretion disc [Stella & Vietri, 1999, Phys. Rev. Letters, 82].
TD model: concept similar to RP model where QPOs are generated by a tidal disruption of large accreting inhomogenities [Germana et al., 2009, AIP, 1126].

We also assume following resonant disc-oscillation models.
WD model: oscillation model that assumes non-axisymmetric modes [Kato,2001, PASJ, 53].
RP1 and RP2 models:models dealing with non-axisymmetric disc-oscillation modeswhose frequencies almost coincide with the frequencies predicted by the
RP model when the NS rotates slowly [Bursa, 2005, proc. of RagTimeworkshop], [T̈orök et al., 2010, Apj 714].

Table 1 Atoll Source 4U 1636-53
Model M(290Hz) j(290Hz) M(580Hz) j(580Hz)

RP

νL = νK − νr, νU = νK 1.9M⊙ 0.11 2.1M⊙ 0.21

TD

νL = νK, νU = νK + νr 2.3M⊙ 0.10 − −

WD

νL = 2(νK − νr), νU = 2νK − νr − − − −

RP1

νL = νK − νr, νU = νθ 1.8M⊙ 0.11 2.0M⊙ 0.21

RP2

νL = νK − νr, νU = 2νK − νθ 2.0M⊙ 0.11 2.2M⊙ 0.20

Summary

Aims and Scope
Twin-peak quasiperiodic oscillations (QPOs) are observed in the X-ray power-density spectra of several ac-
creting low-mass neutron star (NS) binaries. We explore and summarize mass-spin relations and limits on NS
compactness implied by various QPO models. Finally we confront these relations with NS parameters given
by various NS equations of state (EoS). We focus especially onthe atoll source 4U 1636 with its large set of
QPO measurement and rotational frequency known from X-ray bursts. The paper follows our previous work
published in T̈orök et al. (2010), ApJ 714, Urbanec et al. (2010), A&A 722 and Török et al. (2012), submitted
to ApJ.

Main Findings

• For each twin-peak QPO model and source, the model consideration results in a specific relation between
the NS massM and angular-momentumj rather than in their single preferred combination.

• The considered QPO models require the QPO excitation radii in 4U 1636-53 to be close to the inner-most
stable circular orbit in the accretion disc (ISCO).

• The application of concrete EoS removes the degeneracy in the mass and angular momentum determined
from the QPO models. Moreover, the applied NS EoS are compatible only with some of the considered QPO
models.

• The inferred mass of NS in 4U 1636-53 is rather high, above1.8M⊙.
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